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Let H be a commutative, cocommutative and faithfully projective Hopf algebra over a 
commutative ring R. Then Long’s Brauer group of H-dimodule algebras fits into an exact 
sequence l+ BD‘(R. H)+ BD(R, H)* O(R, H) “,,“, where O(R, H) ,,,,,, is a well-defined 
subgroup of the group of Hopf algebra automorphisms of H @ H*. It is not known whether p is 
surjective, but some partial results are given. The theory is applied to Orzech’s and Deegan’s 
subgroups of the Brauer-Long group. 
Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring, and H a commutative, cocommutative and 
faithfully projective Hopf algebra. Long [27, 281 introduced a Brauer group 
BD(R, H), which turned out to be a very natural generalization of the Brauer- 
Wall group (cf. [3, 11, 31, 361). Long’s Brauer group, and related Brauer groups, 
have been studied by several authors in the case where the Hopf algebra H is a 
groupring RG (G a finite abelian group); Let us mention [4, 6, 7, 16, 18, 19, 24, 
291 (the list is far from complete). Recently, a complete description was given in 
the case where G is cyclic group of primary order (cf. [S, 201). In [14], the author 
and Beattie proposed a general approach; they could show that, under the 
condition that (G] is invertible in R and R contains ‘enough’ roots of unity, the 
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Brauer-Long group is described by an exact sequence 
(*) l+BD”(R, G)+BD(R, G+ O(R, G),,,-1 . 
Here BD‘(R, G) is a product of the Brauer group of R and two copies of the 
group of G-Galois extensions of R, and O(R, G),,, is a well-defined orthogonal 
subgroup of Aut(G x G”). The aim of this paper, and the preceding paper [lo] is 
to generalize (*) to the Brauer-Long group of a Hopf algebra. In [lo], the first 
half of the project was carried out: using cohomological methods, it was shown 
that BD”(R, H) is a semi-direct product of the Brauer group and the groups of 
H-Galois objects and H*-Galois objects in the sense of Sweedler. In this paper, 
we will construct a generalization of the map /3. It is not very difficult to show that 
we have a map 
p : BD(R, H)+Aut(G(H @ H*)) , 
but this happens to be insufficient to fit BD(R, H) into a short exact sequence. 
Applying the so-called ‘tensoring-up trick’ introduced in [12], we may define a 
map 
/3 : BD(R, H)-, Aut,,,,,(H @ H*) . 
This construction is discussed in Section 2; in Section 3, it is shown that 
Ker p = BD”(R, G). It may be shown easily that Im p is a subgroup of 
O(R> H),i,> a well-defined ‘orthogonal’ subgroup of Aut,,,,(H @ H*), but it is 
not known whether /3 is surjective onto O(R, H),,,. In Section 4 we show that 
Autn,,,(H) may b e embedded as a subgroup of BD(R, H). If H = RG, then this 
was studied by Deegan in [19]. 
In Section 5 we show that H itself represents an element of BD(R, H), if there 
exists a selfdual Hopf algebra isomorphism f : H-+ H*. Section 6 applies our 
theory to a subgroup of BD(R, H) defined by Orzech in [30]. Finally, in Section 
7, we compute the Brauer-Long group of a Hopf algebra of rank two, and prove 
some results announced in [lo]. 
1. Notations and preliminary results 
For all unexplained terminology, we refer to [lo]. In this section, we will recall 
some of the results of [lo] that will be used in the sequel. Throughout this paper, 
R will be a commutative ring, and H a commutative, cocommutative and finite 
(that is, a finitely generated, faithful and projective) Hopf algebra over R. J will 
be a shorter notation for the Hopf algebra J = H @ H*. The H-dimodule iso- 
morphism classes of invertible H-dimodules form a group under the tensor 
product, denoted by PD(R, H). We have the following property: 
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1.1. Proposition [lo, Proposition 1.61. 
PD(R, H) s Pit(R) X G(J) F Pit(R) X G(H) X G(H*) 0 
Recall that the element of PD(R, H) coresponding to ([I], h, h*) E Pit(R) x 
G(H) x G(H*) is represented by I(h, h*), which is the H-dimodule equal to I as 
an R-module, and with dimodule structure given by 
x(x) = x @ h for all x E I , 
k-x = h*(k)x for all x E I, k E H . 
1.2. H-Azumaya algebras and the Brauer-Long group. An H-dimodule algebra A 
is called H-Azumaya if A is faithfully projective as an R-module and if the 
homomorphisms 
F: A#A-+End,(A) and G : A#A-+End.(A)““” 
defined by 
F(a#b)(c) = c a@(,,+ O(,, > G(a#b)(c) = c (cc,)+ 4c(,,b 
C/J) ((.I 
are isomorphisms. Here # is the smash product, and A is the H-opposite algebra 
of A. The smash product A#B of two H-dimodule algebras is A @ B as an 
H-dimodule, with multiplication rule given by 
(u#b)(c#d) = c a(b(,,+ c)#b(,,,d (u,c E A; b,d E B) 
(b) 
Similarly, A is A as an H-dimodule, with multiplication 
Two H-Azumaya algebras A and B are called H-equivalent if there exist 
faithfully projective H-dimodules P, Q such that 
A#End,(P) z B#End,( Q) 
as H-dimodule algebras. Long [28] has shown that the H-equivalence classes of 
isomorphism classes of H-Azumaya algebras form a group under the operation 
induced by the smash product. Nowadays, this group is called the Brauer-Long 
group, and it is denoted by BD(R, H). BD(-, -@H) defines a functor from 
commutative R-algebras to abelian groups; the kernel of the map 
BD(R, H)+ BD(S, S C3 H) is denoted by BD(SIR, H). We write 
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BD”(R, H) = u BD(SIR, H) , 
the union being taken over all faithfully flat R-algebras. A full cohomological 
description of BD”(R, H) has been given in [lo, Theorem 3.91; it turned out that 
BD”(R, H) is a semi-direct product of Br(R) and Gal”(R, H) x Gal”(R, H*), the 
groups of commutative H and H*-Galois objects. 
Suppose that A is an H-dimodule algebra. We introduce the following nota- 
tions: 
H-Aut,(A) 
={f:A+Alf’ IS an H-dimodule algebra automorphism} , 
H-INN,(A) 
= { f E H-Aut,(A) 1 f is induced by x E AH satisfying x(x) = x @ l}. 
Proposition 1.3 generalizes the Skolem-Noether theorem; the proof is a straight- 
forward generalization of [25, IV. 1.21. 
1.3. Proposition [12]. If A is an H-Azumaya algebra, then we have an exact 
sequence 
l+ H-INN.(A)+ H-Aut,(A+ PD(R, H) . 
Here @ is defined by Q’(f) = [l,], where Z, = {XE A ( Cc,, (a~,~+x)a~,,~ =f(a)x, 
for all aEA}. q 
1.4. The Hopf algebra X = Hom,(K, H). Let K,H be Hopf algebras that are 
commutative, cocommutative and finite. In [12], it was shown that X= 
Hom,(K, H) z _K* @ H may be given the structure of a Hopf algebra over the 
base ring _K* as follows (by _K*, we mean K* as a commutative R-algebra, that is, 
we forget the coalgebra structure on K*): 
77% : _K*+ % and F~ : SY+_K* 
given by n&k*) = ~~0 k* and F&, p) = F~, 0 p ; 
A ~:~~~~~,~~Hom,(K,H~HH) 
given by 4(p)(k) = &( p(k)) ; 
m:K : YC @JK* l7- X 
given by m,~(~~~)=~**=rnrn,o(E*.~v)oA,; 
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and finally 
S, : %-+ X given by S,( II) = S, 0 p . 
If A is an H-Azumaya algebra, then Se = Hom,(K, A) zE* G3 A is an X- 
Azumaya algebra. The structure maps are given by 
and 
(P+ u)(k) = c /-+(I))~ u&2)). 
(k) 
From [12], we recall the following result: 
1.5. Proposition. With notations as above, we have 
G(X) = { p E X: I_L is a coalgebra homomorphism} . 0 
1.6. Integrals. Recall from [33, Chapter V] that an element x* E H* is called an 
integral if for all h* E H*, we have that x* * h* = (h*, 1)x. If we denote 
s = {x* E H*: x* is an integral}, then we have the following result: 
1.7. Proposition. Let H be a finite, commutative and cocommutative Hopf alge- 
bra. Then themap V:J@H-+H*, defined by (V(x*@h), 1) = (x*,S(h)Z) isan 
isomorphism of R-modules. Consequently J is a projective R-module of rank one. 
Proof. In [32, V.1.31, this is shown for a Hopf algebra over a field. There is no 
problem to generalize Sweedler’s proof to the case of a commutative ring. 0 
The next lemma will be used in the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
1.8. Lemma. Fix x* ES, and let u : H -+ H* be defined by u(h) = V(x* G3 h), for 
h E H. Then u satisfies the identity 
2 (u(h), %,,)k(,, = c (u@,,,L k)h,,, > 
(h) 
for all h,k E H. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for all h* E H*, we have 
2 (u(h), k,,,)@*, k,,,) = c (u(h(,,), k)(h*, h,,,) . 
(h) 
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Indeed, 
Remark that, in the case where H = RG is a groupring, the map v is defined by 
u(u,) = u,, where {U ,,: v E G} is the canonical basis of the groupring, and 
{u<,: (T E G} is the canonical basis for (RG)“, which is given by (u,, u,) = 6,. T, 
for all ~,r E G. 0 
2. Definition of the map p 
2.1. The groups @G(J)),,, and O(G(J)),,,. Recall that J = H @ H*; therefore 
we have that J* = H* ‘$4 H. In the sequel, we will frequently use the bracket 
notation, that is, for h E H, h* E H*, we write h*(h) = (h, h*). Define a Hopf 
algebra map cp : J+ J:” by 
p(h@h*)= h*@qc(h) 
It is easily seen that the dual map cp* : J+ J* is then given by (we identify J and 
J** by the canonical isomorphism) 
cp*(h@h*)= c*q*(h*)@h, 
and that the convolution t = cp * cp* is the switch map 
t(h@h*)= h*@h. 
The Hopf algebra maps cp, cp* and t restrict to group homomorphisms 
G(J)+ G(J*). For example, for h@ h* E G(J), we have that q(h@ h*) = 
h*@l. 
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Amapq:J~Risdefinedbyq(h~~*)=(h*,h),forallhEH,h*EH*.A 
map b : J@ J-+ R is defined by b( jC9 k) = ( j, f(k)), for all j,k E J, that is, 
b(h@h*,k@k*)=(h*,k)(k*,h). Ob serve that q and b restrict to maps 
q : G(J)+ %(W and b : G(J) X G(J)+G,(R). 
Define the following ‘orthogonal’ subgroups of Aut( G( J)): 
O(G(J)),,, = {f E Aut(G(J)): q”f= s> 3 
O(G(J)),,, = if E Aut(G(J)): b o (f, f> = bl 
= {fEAut(G(J)): f*otof= t} . 
Consider an H-Azumaya algebra A. We define a map 
p=p,@pp2: J=H@H*+End,(A) 
as follows 
p,(h)(a) = h+ a , pz(h*)(a) = c h*(q,Jq,,j ) 
(a) 
for all h E H, h* E H*, a E A. p restricts to a map p : G(J)+ H-Aut,(A). 
Applying Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 we define the map cxA to be the following 
composition: 
aA : G(J)& H-Aut,(A) z PD(R, H)+ G(J) 
The map PA : G(J) + G(J) is defined by 
P,(j) = j(aA(j))Y’ . 
2.2. Theorem. With notations as above, we have: 
(1) (Y* ,PA do not depend upon the choice of A in [A]. 
(2) p, is an automorphism of G(J); moreover, /?, E O(G(J)),,,. 
(3) The map p : BD(R, II)-+ O(G(J)),,,, defined by P([A]) = PA is a group 
homomorphism; we therefore have that /3A#B = p, 0 pB, (Y*#~ = (CY, 0 /3,) * (Y~. 
(4) BD”(R, H) C Ker p. 
(5) Im P C O(G(J)),,, C O(G(J)L,,. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is an immediate generalization of the proofs of 
Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.3 and part (3.4.1) of the proof of Theorem 3.4 in 
[14]. We leave verification and details to the reader. 0 
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From Theorem 2.2, it follows that we have a homomorphism fi : BD(R, H)/ 
BD”(R, H)-+ O(G(J)),,,. If H is a groupring, that is, H = RG, and if R contains 
a primitive exp(G)-th root of 1, and if ( GI is invertible in R, then it may be shown 
that p is an isomorphism (cf. [14, Theorem 3.41). In general, this property does 
not hold, unfortunately. The aim of this paper is to define a map 
p : BD(R, H)+Aut,,,,,(J); to this end, we will extend the group homomorphism 
p,:G(J)+G(J)dfi d b e ne a ove to a Hopf algebra automorphism PA : I-+ J. We 
will apply the ‘tensoring-up trick’ introduced in [12] to study inner actions of Hopf 
algebras on Azumaya algebras and H-Azumaya algebras. 
In the construction 1.4, replace the Hopf algebra K by 1’“’ = J @ J@ * . . C3 J, 
and write 
SY,;, = Hom,(J’“‘, H) z J*@) @ H 
In the sequel, we will use S’f?, = X, and 2,. For II = 1, we will omit the index n. X; 
will only be used in the (technical) Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, so, for simplicity, we 
recommend the reader to forget about the index n at a first reading of this paper. 
Observe that 
X,T ^- Hom,<(J’“‘, H”) and $,, = 9X’,, CXI~*(,~, Y&‘?E ^I HomR(J@), J) . 
Let A be an H-Azumaya algebra; then 
.$ = Hom,(J’“‘, A) s _J*(“) @ A 
is an a%),-Azumaya algebra. The construction preceding Theorem 2.2 gives maps 
Let us describe (Y,~~,, and p,ti,, explicitly. We have 
~,d,, : (X9,, > 5 X,,-Aut,+,(&,Jz PD(J*‘“‘, X,e,,)* G(,$,,) , (1) 
where F is given by 
F(~)(f)(j) = c d~(j(,,N(f(j~,,N (2) 
(I) 
for all j E J’“‘, y E G($n), f E dn. p was defined in 2.1. p,&,, is defined by 
&Jr) = Y *(s?d,JYN . 
Recall from Proposition 1.3 that, for 9 E SY,-Aut,+,(&,), Q(9) is represented 
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by an invertible %‘,,,-dimodule denoted by I,, which is a submodule of dn. For 
B = F( y ), a description of IF(?) is given in the following lemma: 
2.3. Lemma. With notations as above, let u E ti,,, and suppose that a,d,t((y) = 
P@P*, 
j E J’“‘, 
with p E G(%‘,,,), p* E G(X,T). Then u = IFcyj if and only if for all 
aEA, we have: 
Proof. First suppose that u E ZFcy). By Proposition 1.3, we have for all f E SQ, 
that 
C(fc1,~U)*f(“)=F(y)(f)*u 
(f) 
or 
c (f,,,? p*> * u *f[o) = F(y)(f)* u (4) 
(f) 
Let i : A+ &,, be the natural embedding. Then, for a E A, i(a) is given by 
i(a)(j) = E( j)a, for all j E J’“’ (cf. [12]). In (4), replace f by i(a); then we obtain 
that, for all a E A, j E J’“‘, 
or 
Conversely, suppose that (3) holds for all a E A. Then we have to show that 
(4) holds for all f E &,, . Since J’“’ 1s projective as an R-module, we have a dual 
basis {j,,..., j,; jT, . . . , j:} for J’“‘. This means that for all j E J’“‘, we have 
that 
i= li jT(j)i, . 
,=I 
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Therefore every f E J2e, may be written as 
f(-) = it iT(-)f(i,) or f= i jT *i(f( j;)) . 
I=1 
Since (4) holds for f of the form i(a), it follows by linearity that it holds for every 
f. 0 
Our next lemma shows that (Y_~ and ~3,~,? are known completely once we know 
a,d(Z) or p,,(Z). Here I: J + J,” the identity of J, is a grouplike element of 
2 = Hom,(J, .Z). Recall that for y1 = 1, we omit the index n. 
2.4. Lemma. With notations as above, we have that, for all y E G($,,), 
Proof. From (2), it follows that, for all j E J’“‘, y E G($,,), f E ~4, 
F(O(f)(y(j)) = C d~(jcl,))(f(~(jc2~))) 
(j) 
= 2, dr(i)cl,)(f(r(i)cz,)) 
= F(y)(fv)(i), 
where we used the fact that y is grouplike, and therefore a coalgebra homo- 
morphism. It follows that F(Z)( f)o y = F(y)(fo y). Take u E ZFCI), and suppose 
that CX~(Z)=~@~*. Then for all aEA and jEJ, 
C (a(,), ~*(j(l)))U(j(2))a(,,, = C di(l,)(a>4j,2,). 
(a).(i) (i) 
Replacing j by y 0 j (where j E J’“‘), and taking into account that j is a coalgebra 
homomorphism, we obtain 
C (q,), (~*OY)(j(l)))(UOY)(j(2))a(,,, 
(a).(i) 
= z p(y(j(,,))(a)(uoy)(j(,,) . 
From Lemma 2.3, it now follows that u 0 y E ZFCY), and therefore 
Finally, 
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This finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
(-Y,~(Z) and p,,(Z) are the promised extensions of LYE and PA to J. Let us first 
show that their restrictions to G(J) are indeed cyA and p,. 
2s. Lemma. a.d(z) IG‘(J) =aA, P&t’) IC(J) = PA . 
Proof. Take j E G(J), and u E IF(,). For all a E A, we have, by Lemma 2.3, 
where we denoted a,(Z) = Z.L @ Z_L*, as before. Suppose that aA = h @I h*. 
Then on one hand, we have that for all k E G(H), k-+ u(j) = (k, h*)u( j), and 
on the other hand that Y+ u = (v, p*) *u, for all v E G(X). Taking v = i(k), 
with k E G(H), and applying both sides to j we obtain 
(i(k)+ u)(j) = k -+ u(j) = (k, p*(j))u(j) , 
and it follows that h* = p*(j). A similar computation shows that h = p(j), and 
this finishes the proof of the lemma. q 
From now on, we will write PA also for the extended p, = &(Z) : J+ J. Now 
reconsider the maps cp,cp*,t : J-+ J* defined in 2.1. They extend to maps 
@, @ *, T : $,, + 2 E. The relations between q~,cp*,t and CD, @ *, T are given by the 
formulas 
@(P)=cp”P~ Q*(P) = (P*“P > T(P) = top, for all Al. E $n . 
Q : 8,-J* is defined by Q(P)= (F, @(CL)) EJ*, or Q(P)= cc,) (dj(,J, 
(w-4(j(2J). If we apply Theorem 2.2(2) to the %,,,-Azumaya algebra tin, then it 
follows that, for all p E G($,,): 
Q(P) = Q(P.,(P)) > (5) 
2.6. Lemma. Let A be an H-Azumaya algebra. Then p, = p,(Z) = f satisjies the 
identities q-qof and t=f*otof. 
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Proof. From (5) it follows that Q(Z) = Q(f). Thus for all j E J, 
Q(Z)(j) = c & (P(&))) = s(i) 
(I) 
equals 
Q(f)(i) = c (f(icl,>, cp(f(icz,)) =s(f(i)) 7 
(1) 
and this shows that q = q of. 
In order to show that t = f * 0 to f, we will need the construction following 
Theorem 2.2 in the case where n = 2. From (6) it follows that, for all Z..L,V E
G(dZz), 
On the other hand, 
Take Z..L = I@ e, Y = F@ I; it is clear that P,?(P) = P,(Z) 8 E and P,d,( P) = 
E @ p,(Z). We therefore have 
(I@&, t”(E@z)) = (I@&, &c3(f*~tof~z>)~ 
Apply both sides to j @ k E J @ J. This yields 
(i? t(k)) = (i, (f*“tof>W) 3 
and this implies that t = f * 0 to f, and this finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Since f = p, = P,d(Z) is a grouplike element of .Z, we know that it is a coalgebra 
homomorphism. From the fact that t = f * 0 t 0 f, it follows that f is an auto- 
morphism, its inverse being tof * 0 t. In the next two lemmas, we will show that f 
also preserves the multiplication and the antipode, and that it is therefore a Hopf 
algebra automorphism. 
2.7. Lemma. With notations as above, f = p, = p,&(Z) is an algebra homo- 
morphism. 
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Proof. Once again we need our ‘tensoring up’ construction in index n = 2. 
Consider the following grouplike elements of G( &): E @ I, m (multiplication) and 
I@ c. From Lemma 2.4, it follows that 
p,,(&@z) =fo(&@z) = E@f ) 
Now (e C3 Z) * (I @ E) = m, so P,(E@Z)*@,~~(ZC~F) = p,,(m), because pda, is a 
group automorphism. Apply both sides to j @3 k E J @ .T, to obtain 
(,zkj &(j(l))f(k(l))f(j~2))&(k~2)) =f(jk> j 
or f( j)f(k) = f( jk). 0 
2.8. Lemma. With notations as above, f = p, = p,(Z) preserves the antipode. 
Proof. We know that p.d preserves the restriction of the antipode Sa to G(9) 
(that is, it preserves the inverse of G(2)); therefore, 
P.,(S) = P&m = q&m = ~“P,u) = S”f 
On the other hand, 
and this proves the lemma. 0 
As announced before Lemma 2.7, we now have shown the following: 
2.9. Corollary. f = p, = p,(Z) E Aut,,,,(J). •i 
2.10. Lemma. Zf A and B are H-Azumaya algebras, then PA#B = /3, oPe. 
Proof. Consider ti = Hom,(H, A) and 3 = Hom,(H, B). Then 
P A#B = P.d#$sa(O = P&d&n(O) =P,(O~&(O = P,‘l”Pe. 
We used the fact that p&#, = p, 0 pa (if we restrict to grouplike elements), and 
Lemma 2.4. Also observe that in &#!33 the smash product is taken over J*. 0 
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2.11. Lemma. Zf [A] E BD”(R, H), then PA = ZJ. 
Proof. [A] E BD”(R, H) implies that [&I E BD”(J”, %), and therefore p& is the 
identity of G(2), by Theorem 2.2(4). It follows that /3,,, = p,,(Z) = I. 0 
Lemma 2.11 also shows that PA is independent of the choice of A in [A]. 
Therefore, we can define a homomorphism 
fi : BD(R, H)+ Aut,,,,(H @ H*) 
by PGAI) = P,. F rom Lemma 2.6, it follows that the image of p is a subgroup of 
OCR, W,,,, = {f E A%,,,W 8 H*): q = q of> . 
We therefore have a complex 
BD’(R, H)-+ BD(R, H)A O(R, H),i, 
It would be very nice if this complex would be a short exact sequence. Let us state 
the following conjecture: 
2.12. Conjecture. We have a short exact sequence 
l+ BD”(R, H)+ BD(R, H)A O(R, H),,,+ 1 . 
The author knows one half of the answer to Conjecture 2.12: in Section 3, we 
will show that ker j3 = BD”(R, H). The remaining part is to show that the map p 
is surjective. Some partial results will be discussed in Section 4. 
3. The kernel of the map p 
The aim of this section is to show the following theorem, announced at the end 
of the previous section: 
3.1. Theorem. Let the map /3 : BD(R, H)-+ Aut,,,,(H @ H*) be defined as in 
Section 2. Then Ker p = BD”(R, H). 
The proof will be a result of the following lemmas. 
3.2. Lemma. Zf [A] E Ker p, then A is R-central. 
Proof. From the fact that A is H-Azumaya, we know that 
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AA = la E A: xu = 2 (xc,)-) U)X(,,), for all x E A} = R 
(xl 
Take a E Z(A). If we can show that h --P a = e(h)u for all h E H, then we have for 
all x E A that xu = ax = c Cx) (x(i) + a)~(,), and this will imply that a E R. 
We will show that p(j)(u) = e( j)u, for all j E J. Take u E IF(,). Because 
[A] E Ker p, we know that /3, = ZJ, so p,d = I,, p), and therefore S,(LY,) = q> Ed, 
or ffA = nleI, and therefore ffA = a,(Z) =nJo.sJ = (nH~cJ)@(qH*~.sJ*). From 
Lemma 2.3, it follows that for all a E A and j E J, 
$2 (q,), (77H,0e,)(j(,)))u(j(,))u(,,, = C ~(j&44j(2,). 
(a).(i) (i) 
The left-hand side is equal to u( j)u, and for a E Z(A), we therefore obtain 
or i(a) * u = F(Z)(i(u)) * U; so (i(u) - F(Z)(i(u))) * IF(,) = 0. Since IF(,) is an invert- 
ible, hence faithfully flat L*-module, it follows that i(a) = F(Z)(i(u)), hence for all 
i E J, 
&(ib = @>(i> = WM4(i) = C d.i,,,)(i(a)(jc,,)) = di)(a> . 0 
(i) 
3.3. Lemma. Zf [A] E Ker p, and u E ZFCI), then for all j,k E J, p(k)(u( j)) = 
4kMj). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove that this property holds locally; therefore it is no 
restriction to assume that ZFCI) is free, or that the action of J on A is inner. 
Furthermore, we know that the property holds if j E G(J) (examine the iso- 
morphism PD(R, H) z Pit(R) X G(J) given in Proposition 1.1). The same prop- 
erty holds if we replace R by a faithfully flat R-algebra S. Here we will take 
S=(J@J)*.ThenS@ZZ=Xz,S@J=~z,SC4A=&!z,asinLemma2.6. 
Suppose that the action of J on A is induced by U. By extension of scalars, the 
action of $z on ti2 is induced by u2 = Z C9 u : 2, - d2. We claim that u2 is given by 
z+(y) = ~0 y. Indeed, it suffices to show this for y = y* C9 h E (J@ J)* C9 H. For 
all xE J@ J, we have 
(~@~U)(Y)(X) = (y*@u(h))(x) =y*(x)u(h) = u(y*(x)h) =(uoy)(x), 
proving (7). This means that for all y,6 E G(2*), p(a)(uoy)= uoy. Take 
6=Z@~,y=~@Z~G(~~).Thenforallj,kEJ. 
(P(6)(u”y))(j@k) = c P(jc,,E(k~,,))(&(jc2,)k2) = p(j)+) ) 
(I)> 
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and 
(uOy)(j@k) = u(s(j)k) = e( j)u(k). 
The statement follows. 0 
3.4. Corollary. Zf [A] E Ker p, and u E IF(,), then, for all j,k E J, u( j)u(k) = 
u(k)4 j). 
Proof. In (3), replace a by u(k). Since P* = F, we have 
c (u(k),,,, &(ic,,>)U(j(2))u(k)((I, 
(a).(i) 
= 7 p(ic,,>(~(k))(~(ic,,)) 1 
or u( j)u(k) = u(k)u( j). 0 
Recall that BM(R, H) is the subgroup of BD(R, H) consisting of classes of 
H-Azumaya algebras [A] such that the coaction of H on A is trivial, that is, 
x(a) = a @ 1 for all a E A. Consider the restriction 
Plervl: BM(R, H)+ Aut,<,,,(H @ H*) 
We denote BM”(R, H) = BM(R, H). Recall the following theorem, due to Beat- 
tie [5]: 
3.5. Theorem. BM(R, H) g Gal(R, H) X Br(R). 0 
3.6. Lemma. Ker( p IBM) = BM’(R, H). 
Proof. Let [A] E Ker( p IBM). Th en we know that there exists a faithfully flat 
R-algebra S (a Zariski covering will do) such that S (8 H acts innerly on S @ A. 
If [S@ A] E BM”(S, S@H), then [A] E BM‘(R, H), and therefore we may 
assume that the action of H on A is in a/ er. In this case, we can explicitly describe 
the map S : BM(R, H)-+ Gal(R, H). It is defined as follows (we refer to [9] for 
details): suppose that the action of H on A is induced by the map u : H+ A, with 
convolution inverse u, then 
S(A) = b&,)W(z): hEH}CA#H 
It suffices to show that S(A) may be split in Gal(R, H), or, equivalently, that 
S(A) is commutative (cf. [lo]). 
Using Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4, we have, for all h,k E H, 
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= (h;k) U(h~,))U(k~,))#h~2)~~2~ 
(by Lemma 3.3) 
= c U(k~,,)U(h,,,)#k,,,h(,, (by Corollary 3.4) 
(h),(k) 
= (x %%)jC u(hc,,)#h,,,) > 
(k) (h) 
and this proves the lemma. 0 
3.7. Lemma. Suppose [A] E Ker /3. Then A is an Azumaya algebra. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A @ S is Azumaya for some faithfully flat R-algebra 
S. Therefore, replacing R by S, we may assume that the action of H on A is inner, 
and induced by u : H+ A, with convolution inverse u. Define f : H @ H+ R by 
f(h@k) = c u(h(2,>u(k(2,>u(h(,,k(,)). 
(h).(k) 
From Lemma 3.4, if follows that f is symmetric, (f(h @ k) =f(k@ h)). It is 
straightforward to show that f is a normalized Sweedler 2-cocycle (cf. [32] for a 
discussion of Sweedler’s cohomology). On A, we define a new multiplication as 
follows: 
A furnished by this new multiplication is denoted by Afmopp. Define 
j: A#A+ A@ Afeopp by j(a#b) = c chj au(bc,,)@ b(,,,. We claim that j is an 
R-algebra homomorphism. Indeed, on one hand we have that 
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on the other hand, 
j(a#b)j(c#4 = c @4~,‘,) @ ~(o))(4~(‘)) @ d,,,,) 
(b).(ci) 
= c au(b(l,)cu(d(l))~3f(b(2) @ OPT ’ 
(b),(d) 
i is invertible; its inverse is given by j-‘(a @ b) = CC,,) au(b(,,)#b(,,. Since f is a 
symmetric cocycle, there exists a faithfully flat R-algebra S such that f@ l,Y is a 
coboundary. Replacing R by S, we obtain that Af-OPP F A”? But then we have 
and this proves that A is Azumaya. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Take [A] E Ker p. By Lemma 3.7, A is Azumaya. The 
map p defined in 2.1 defines a J-action on A, so A is a J-module Azumaya 
algebra. From Lemma 3.6, it follows that [A] E BM”(R, 1). But this implies that 
[A] E BD”(R, H). 0 
The result of Sections 2 and 3 may be summarized in the following theorem: 
3.8. Theorem. We have an exuct sequence 
l-+ BD”(R, H)--,BD(R, H)A O(R, H),i, , 
where O(R, H),i, = {f E AutHopl(H @ H*): qof = q}. 0 
It is an open problem whether the map p is surjective in general. For a similar 
problem concerning Galois objects, we refer to [13]. In [14], Beattie and the 
author have shown that p is surjective under the following conditions: H = RG, 
with G is a finite abelian group, ICI IS invertible in R, and R contains a primitive 
exp(G)-th root of unity. 
4. Deegan’s subgroup of the Brauer-Long group 
Remark that we have an embedding i : Aut,,,,(H)+ O(R, H),,,,, given by 
i(f) =f@(f-‘I* > or i(f)(h@h”) =f(h)@(f-‘)*(h*). 
Indeed, for all h C3 h” E 1, we have that 
(qoi(f))(h@h”) 
= (f(h), (f-‘)*(h*)) = ((f-‘of)(h), h”) = q(h@h”). 
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In this section, we will show that i(Aut ,iopf(H)) is a subgroup of Im /3. In the case 
where H = RG is a groupring, it is known that Aut(G) = Aut,,,,,(RG) is a 
subgroup of BD(R, G); this was shown by Deegan in [19]: he defined a subgroup 
BT(R, G) of BD(R, G), and then he proved that BT(R, G) ^I Aut(G). We will 
generalize Deegan’s construction to the general case where H is a Hopf algebra. 
Let BT(R, H) be the subset of BD(R, H) consisting of classes of algebras 
represented by an R-algebra of the form A = End,<(M), where M is at once a 
faithfully projective H-module and H-comodule (but not an H-dimodule), and 
where the action and coaction of H on A are induced by the action and coaction 
of H on M. The results of this section are summarized in the following theorem; 
the proof will follow from Lemmas 4.2-4.8. 
4.1. Theorem. BT(R, H) is a subgroup of BD(R, H). The map 
/3 : BD(R, H)+ O(R, H),,, 
restricts to an isomorphism. 
P, : BT(R, W+ i(Aut,,,,,,(H)) 
Consequently i(Aut,+,,,r(H)) C Im p. 
4.2. Lemma. Zf [A] E BT(R, H), then /3, = f @ (f*)-‘, for some f E Aut,,,,(H). 
Proof. Recall the definition of (Y,,~, (cf. Theorem 2.2): 
We need to find a,:,(Z,). Observe that Z, = (I,,@ E,,*)* (E, @ZIHti); we will 
first compute Q,~,(Z,, @3 Ed*). Define u E & = Hom,<(J, A) by u(h @ h”)(m) = 
(h*,l)(h+m),forallhEH,h*EH”,mEM. 
We then have for all Z_L E 2 = Hom,<(J, H) that 
p~u=(&#-~p)*u. (8) 
Indeed, for all j = k @ k” E J and for all m E M, we have that 
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Invoking Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that, for all k C3 k* E J and a E A; 
u(k@ k*)a = c (kClj+ a)u(kC,) @ k*) . 
(k) 
The left-hand side evaluated at m E M gives &(k*)(k-+ a(m)), while the right- 
hand side is c (k) k(l)-, C%$,,)+ (+*)k,,, -+ m)); it is clear that both sides 
are equal. 
From (8) and (9), it follows that a,d(ZH @ Ed+) = A@ F%., for some A E G(X). 
From a duality argument, it then follows that CX~(E,, @ Z,,) = cx @A’, for some 
A’ E G(X*). Therefore, 
and PA = f @f’. F rom the fact that p, is a Hopf algebra automorphism, it follows 
that f and f’ are automorphisms. PA E O(R, H),,, implies that f’ = (f*)-‘. 0 
4.3. Lemma. BT(R, H) is a multiplicative subset of BD(R, H). 
Proof. Our proof is a straightforward generalization of [19, Theorem 2.61. 
Take A = End,(M) = M* @M, B = End,(N) = N” @N, representing elements 
of BT(R, H). We have to show that [A#B] E BT(R, H). In the sequel, we will 
identify 
A @ B = End,(M) @ End,(N) = End,(M 0 N) 
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As we have seen in Lemma 4.2, the action of H on A resp. B is inner, and is 
induced by u : H+ A resp. u : H +B, defined by u(h)(m) = h+ m and u(h)(n) 
= h + n, for all m E M, n E N. Remark that u and u are multiplicative maps, and 
that H acts trivially on u and u: h+ u(k) = &(h)u(k) and h+= u(k) = E(h)u(k), 
for all h,k E H. 
From [28, Proposition 3.71, it follows that we have an H-module algebra 
isomorphism 
@ : A#B+A@B~End,(M@N), 
given by 
@(a#b) = c Nb(,)W (0). 
(b) 
It is easily verified that the inverse of the map @ is defined by 
@-WV = c 4W(,))W(,,) . 
(b) 
Note that Long’s part of the proof where he shows that F is also an H-comodule 
map does not hold here, because M is not an H-dimodule (this was already 
observed by Deegan in [19]). We define End,(M @ N),,, to be End,(M @Q/V), 
with the H-dimodule algebra structure induced by @ (then the H-module algebra 
structure is induced by the one on M 8 N). Then 
@ : A#B-+End,(M@N)(,, 
is an H-dimodule algebra isomorphism. 
In a similar way, it follows from [28, Proposition 3.101 that we have an 
H-comodule algebra isomorphism 
p:A#B+A@BBEnd,(M@N), 
given by 
da#b) =c (c (n,,))+(n*@n(,,)), 
(n) 
for all UEA, b=n*@rz~B~N*@N. 
We define End,(M @JV),,, to be End,(M @ N) with H-dimodule algebra 
structure induced by the map p. Then p : A#B-+ End,(M 0 N),,, is an H- 
dimodule algebra isomorphism. Now consider the H-dimodule algebra iso- 
morphisms 
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End,(M@NjC,,=A@B~ End,(M @ N)(?) 
The coaction of H on End,(M @ N)(,, is induced by the coaction of H on M 63 N. 
If we can show that the action of H on End,(M@N)(2) is induced by an action 
on M @ N, then we are done. Now the action of H on End,(M C3 N),,) is induced 
by the action of H on M C3 N; therefore it is induced by the map 
given by 
The action of H on End,(M 63 N)(?) is therefore induced by R = p 0 @ ’ 0 r; 
using the fact that H acts trivially on ~1, we obtain that 
Define an action - of H on M C3 N by h - (m 8 n) = fl(h)(m C3 n). From the 
fact that U,U preserve multiplication, it follows that r, and therefore R preserves 
the multiplication. But this means that the action defined above makes M C3 N 
into an H-module. Moreover, this action induces the action of H on 
End,C(M@N),z,, and this finishes the proof of our lemma. 0 
The foregoing lemma shows that p restricts to a homomorphism 
P, : BT(R> HI+ Wh,,(W); 
let us prove that p, is surjective. 
For f E AutnI,,,r(H)~ we define g E Hopf(H, H) by g = I* (Sof), or 
g(h) = c h,,,W(h,~,)) = c h~,f(W,~,)) 
C/T 1 (/I ) 
Let Hf be equal to H as an R-module. On H,, we define an H-action and an 
H-coaction as follows: 
x(h) = A(h) = c h(,,@h(,, 3 k+ h = g(k)h , 
(11) 
for all h E Hf, k E H. Remark that H,, although it is an H-module and an 
H-comodule, is not an H-dimodule, since the action and coaction are not 
compatible (this may be seen easily in the case where H = RG); we leave details 
to the reader. 
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4.4. Lemma. A, = End,(Hf), with the induced action and coaction, is an H- 
dimodule algebra. 
Proof. Because H is finitely generated projective, we can identify H; C3 H, 
and End,(Hf) by the isomorphism @, given by @(cp 63 h)(l) = p(l)(h) (cp E H;, 
h,l E Hf). We first describe the action and coaction of H on H; = Hom,(H, R). 
The action is given by 
(k- cp)(h) = cp(S(k)+ h) = cp(S(g(k))h) . 
The coaction x : HT -+ HJ @ H z Hom,(Hf, H) is given by 
x(cP)(h) = c cp(h,,,bW,,,), 
(Jr) 
that means that if we write 
then, for all h E H, 
On the tensor product H; @ Hf, action and coaction are given by 
(k) 
(v).(h) 
for all kEH, hEH,, cpEH;. 
In order to show the lemma, we have to verify that 
or that the following diagram is commutative: 
H@(Hf* @Hf) ’ >H; @Hi 
L 
l@x 
1 
x 
H@(H; C3 H,.)@ Hx (H; 63 Hf)@ Hz Hom(Hf, H, @H) 
(10) 
Take k@cp@hEH@H~@H,. Then 
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If we consider this identity in Hom,(Hf, Hf @ H), and if we apply it to 1 E Hf, 
then we obtain 
(k).(k(,)+v).(h) 
= c g(k,,,%,)@ ((k,,,+ cp>, f,,,)S(l,,,)g(k,,,)h,,, 
(k).(O.(h) 
We also have 
so, for all I E Hf , 
= c g(k,,,P,,, @ (P(o,(S(g(k(,,))l)cp(,,h(,, 
(v),(h).(k) 
= c &,,,P,,, @ cp(S(g(k(,,))l(,,)g(k(,,)S(l(,,)h(,, T 
(c).(h).(k) 
by (10). This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 0 
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For h E H, we define x(h) E A, = End,(Hf) by 
x(h)(k) = h + k = g(h)k . 
Observe that this enables us to rewrite the action of H on A, under the following 
form: 
h- a = c x(hu,b4W(,,)) , 
(h) 
for hEH, aEA,. 
4.5. Lemma. x(x(h)) = C Ch) x(h& @ g($,J. 
Proof. For f E End,(H,), x(f) E Hom,(Hf, Hf (8 H) is given by 
x(f)(k) = c f(k(,,)(,, @f&,,),,,W(,,); 
(k).f(k(,,)) 
if we replace f by x(h), then we obtain 
x(h)(k) = c (g(h)k(,,,),,,~(g(h)k,,,,),,,S(k,,,) 
(k).(g(h)kc,,)) 
= c dh(,,,P(o, @dh,,,P,,,W,,,) 
(h).(k) 
= c dh,,,,P @ dh(,,) 
(h) 
4.6. Lemma. A, is an H-Azumaya algebra. 
Proof. We have to show that the maps F and G defined in 1.2 are isomorphisms. 
We will restrict ourselves to showing that F : A,#A,+ End,(Af) is surjective. A 
count of ranks then shows that F is also injective. A similar computation will show 
that G is an isomorphism. 
Recall that 
F&W(c) = c a@(,,+c)b(,, .
(b) 
Being an endomorphism ring, A, is an Azumaya algebra. Therefore the map 
F’ : A, C3 A;Pp + End,(Af) , 
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given by F’(a 8 b)(c) = UC b IS an isomorphism. Take (Y E End,(A,), and suppose 
that (Y = F’(c, a,@ b;), i.e. for all c E A,, a(c) = c, a,cb,. In Af#A,, we 
consider the element 
We have that 
therefore 
= c a,cb, = a(c) , 
I 
finishing the proof of the lemma. 0 
4.7. Lemma. pd, = f @3 (f*)-‘. 
Proof. It is clear that [Af] E BT(R, H), so therefore we may use Lemma 
Looking at the proof of Lemma 4.2, it follows that it suffices to show that 
x.!&(u) = u@(g@%YO%/*) ) 
where u E &f = Hom,(J, Ar) is defined by 
u(k@ k*)(h) = (k”, l)(k+ h) = (k”, 1) g(k)h . 
Observe first that x,~(u) E & 63 X = Hom,(J, A 63 H) is given by 
4.2. 
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Takej=k@k*EJandhEH.Then 
On the other hand. we have 
(u~(s~‘771,&H*))(k~k*)(h) 
= c ~(k(,,~k~,,)~(g(k~Z,)~77H(~H*(kT2))))(h) 
(k).(k*) 
= c &‘q,,)(k”t l)h@g(k,,,). 0 
(A) 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be finished after the proof of the following 
lemma: 
4.8. Lemma. p, : BT(R, H)+ i(Aut,,,,(H)) is injective. 
Proof. Take [A] = [End,(M)] E BT(R, H), and suppose that P,([A]) = ZJ, or 
(YA = E]. We will show that this implies that M is an H-dimodule, that is, 
(11) 
for all h E H, m E M. From the previous lemmas, we know that the action of H 
on A is induced by the map x : H-+ A, given by x(h)(m) = h+ m, that is, 
x(h) = u(h @ l), where u is defined as in Lemma 4.3. Now x&(u) = xA 0 u = ~0 cJ, 
since cxA = Ed. Therefore, 
XAoX=U@E H or X/t@@)) = c XV+,,)@ 4h& = x(h) @ 1 
(h) 
Recall that 
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SO 
x.4 (x(h))(m) = (h - m> @1 . (12) 
On the other hand, for all a E A, x,(a) is defined by 
x/l(a)(m) = c eq,,))(O) @ ~(~(O))(l,w%)) 
(m).(4m)(o,) 
Take a = x(h); then we obtain 
x/4(x(h))(m) = c (h+ m(“))(“)@@+ m(“))(l)~b(l)) . (13) 
(m).@(m)(o)) 
(11) now follows from (12) and (13). 0 
5. Hopf algebraic version of the ‘minus’ algebra 
In the classical theory of the Brauer-Wall group over a field k (cf. [36]), it has 
been known for a long time that there exists basically two types of ‘Brauer-Wall- 
Azumaya algebras’ (AZUMAYA algebras in the terminology of Wall): the ones 
which are R-central (called ‘plus’-algebras), and the ones which are noncentral 
(called ‘minus’-algebras). The ‘plus’-algebras form a subgroup BW’(R) of the 
Brauer-Wall group BW(R), and, if char(k) # 2, then the quotient group BW(R) / 
BW+(R) is the cyclic group of order two. Its nontrivial element is represented by 
the groupring kC2. For the Brauer-Long group BD(R, G), we have a similar 
phenomenon, if G is cyclic. If G = C,,, and if y1 is invertible in R, and R contains a 
primitive n-th root of unity, then the subset of BD(R, G) consisting of classes of 
H-Azumaya algebras which are central forms a subgroup of index two. The 
nontrivial element of the quotient group is represented by RG with a suitable 
action. For details, we refer to [6, 8, 20, 291. 
If G is not cyclic, then the situation is more complicated, as was first noted by 
Orzech in [29]; however, under certain conditions, we still have a type of 
‘minus’-algebra, that is, we can give RG a suitable G-action such that it becomes 
a G-Azumaya algebra. In this section, we generalize this construction to the case 
of a Hopf algebra: we show that H can be made into an H-Azumaya algebra if 
there exists a selfdual Hopf algebra isomorphism f : H+ H*. 
Suppose that f : H-H* is a selfdual Hopf algebra isomorphism, i.e. 
(f(h)> k) = (A> f(k)), f or all h,k E H. We may then define a Hopf algebra 
isomorphism A of J by A(h@h*) = f m’(h*)@lf(h), that is, h= (f-‘@f)ot. It is 
clear that A E O(R, H),i,, since 
q(A(h@h*))=(f-‘(h*), f(h))=(h*,h)=q(h@h*), 
for all h@h*EJ. 
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5.1. Theorem. If f : H* H* is a Hopf algebra isomorphism such that f = f *, then 
A=(f-‘@9f)OtEIm@. 
Proof. It suffices to construct an inverse image [A] in BD(R, H) for A. Let A = H 
as an R-algebra, with H-coaction defined by xA = A, and H-action given by 
h+k= c (f(S(h)), k&k(,, > 
(k) 
for all h,k E H. In Lemma 5.2, we will show that A is H-Azumaya, and in Lemma 
5.3 that /?, = A. This will prove Theorem 5.1. 
5.2. Lemma. With notations as above, A is an H-Azumaya algebra. 
Proof. It is clear that A is faithfully projective as an R-module. Consider 
F : A#A+ End,(A) z H* ‘$3 H . 
Recall from 1.2 that F is defined by 
F(h#Nk) = c h&l,+ V,,,, = 
(b) 
(k;[) (f(S($,,)L kdhk&, . 
In order to prove that F is surjective, it will be sufficient to show that for every 
prime ideal p of R, the localized map F, : A,#A,-+End,P(A,) is surjective. 
Therefore, we may restrict attention to the case where R is local; we will be done 
if we can show that, for all h* E H*, h E H, we have that h*@h EIm F. 
If R is local, then the integral (cf. 1.6) is free of rank one, i.e. I = Rx*, for 
some x* E H*. Then the map u : H+ H* introduced in Lemma 1.8 is a bijection. 
Consider 1 = C’(h*) E H, and take 
Then we have for all k E H, 
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(applying Lemma 1.8) 
= (u(f), k)h = (h*, k)h = (h*@h)(k). 
From a rank argument, it follows that F is injective too. A similar argument 
shows that G : A#A+End,(A) Opp is surjective: observe first that, for all h,k,l E 
H, 
Take I = C’(h*)E H, and let 
we leave it to the reader to show that G(T) = h* @ h-the proof uses the fact that 
f*=f. 0 
Note. If H = RG, then the proof of the foregoing lemma becomes much easier. It 
then suffices to construct an inverse image under F for every u, @ U, E 
(RG)*@ RG. This inverse image r is given by r= cUtc u,,~I,#Y~u~~~I, where 
c aEC r,u, =f-‘(u,). We leave the verification to the reader. 
5.3. Lemma. p, = (f-’ @f)ot = A. 
Proof. Let X= Hom,(J, H), ~4 = Hom,(J, A), as previously. Define u E A by 
u(h @ h*) = hS( f-‘(h”)). First we will investigate the action and coaction of X 
on U; then we will show that u E Zl;CrJ. 
where u is viewed as an element of & in the first, and as an element of %? in the 
second factor. (14) follows immediately, if we remark that x,~, = A,,, and from the 
fact that f, and therefore U, are coalgebra homomorphisms, such that, by 
Proposition 1.5, u is grouplike in %. 
Define rC, E Hom,(J, Hj’) = X* by $(h @ h”) = h*f(S(h)). Then for all F E x, 
Take h CS h* E J. Then 
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u E h(I) . (16) 
From Lemma 2.3, it follows that it is sufficient to show that, for all j = h 63 h* E J 
and h E H we have 
The left-hand side is equal to 
c (h,lP kT,,S(f(k(,)))k(2)S(f~‘(kT2,))h(2); 
(h).(k).(k+) 
the right-hand side equals 
and (16) follows. 
From (14)-(16), it follows that 
and therefore 
p,(h@h*)=(I*S~a, )(h@h*) =f-‘(h*)@f(h) 
or p, = A. 0 
5.4. Note. Zf f : H+ H* is a Hopf algebra isomorphism which is not selfdual, 
then we still have that A = (f*)-’ @f E O(R, H),,,. But is it still true that 
A E Im p ? This question depends on the surjectivity of the map 6 discussed in 
1131: 
6 : H2(H, R)- P,,(H, R) , 
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defined by 
for all h,k E H. Here H*(H, R) is Sweedler’s cohomology group, g-’ is the 
convolution inverse of g, and 
P,,(H, R) = { 4 E Hopf(H, H*): 
c (h,,,, +(h,2,)) = s(h) for all h E H) . 
(h) 
The map d =f* * Sof : H- H* lies in P,,(H, R). Suppose that d E Im 6, say 
d = 6([ g]), for some g E Z2(H, R). We claim that this implies A E Im p. 
Consider the Sweedler smash product A = R #fi H. As an R-module, A is equal 
to H, and the multiplication rule on A is given by 
h.k = c g@,,,@k(,,)h,,,k,,, 
(h)>(k) 
Define an action and coaction of H on A by I,!J~ = A and 
h+ k = c (f(S(h)), k&k(,) . 
(k) 
A modification of the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that A is H-Azumaya and that 
p, = A. 
6. Application to Orzech’s subgroup of the Brauer-Long group 
In [30], Orzech has introduced the following subgroup of BD(R, H): let 
19 : H- H* be a Hopf algebra map, and call an H-dimodule M a B-module if the 
action and coaction of H on M are related by the formula 
h+ m = 2 @b(,,>, hbq,,, . 
Cm) 
An H-module algebra which is a @-module is called a t9-algebra. Then 
B,(R, H) = {a E BD(R, H): a is represented by a (?-algebra} 
is a subgroup of BD(R, H) (cf. [30]). The most simple case where 8 is not trivial 
is the following: take H = RC,, and define 0 by (O(V), a) = -1, where C2 = 
(1, a}. Then 
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&CR, H) = BW(R) , 
the Brauer-Wall group (cf. [3, 31, 361). Another special case of this Brauer group 
is the Brauer group of Childs, Garfinkel and Orzech [18], and Knus [24]. More 
information on B,(R, H) may be found in [lo, Section 51. In Proposition 5.4 of 
[lo], it was shown that Bi(R, H) = B,(R, H) fl BD”(R, H) is a semi-direct 
product of Br(R) and Gal”(R, H). Using the results of Sections 2 and 3, we 
obtain the following theorem: 
6.1. Theorem. We have an exact sequence 
1- B;(R, ff)+ B,(R, H)A O,(R, H) , 
where O,(R, H) = {f E Hopf(H*, H): f* (sof*o0*of) E Psk(H*, R)} . 
Proof. Obviously, the exact sequence of Theorem 3.8 restricts to 
1+ B;(R, H)+ B,(R, H)L O(R, H),i,. 
Let A be an H-Azumaya algebra which is a o-algebra, and consider (Y* : J-+ J. 
Write 
Then for all j E J, 
a,(i) =c PL(j(l))@E_L*(j(2)). 
(I) 
Define a,, : H+ H, a12 : H*+ H, al, : H+ H*, az2 : H*+ H* by 
a,,(h) = /-Gh @ 1) 2 a,,(h*) = Al@ h*) , 
a,,(h) = p*(h @ 1) > a,#*) = p*(l @h*) , 
for all h E H. h* E H*. Then 
aA(h@h*) = c a,,(h(,,)a,,(hT,,>~‘a,,(h(,,)az,(hT*,). 
(h),(h*) 
For all hEH and UEA, we have 
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and therefore p(hC31)=p(lCi308*(h)), and cu,(h@l)= a,(lC31O*(h)), or 
c %(h(l,)@%l(h) = c ~,~~~*~~~,~)~~~~~(~*(h(~~))~ 
(h) (h) 
Applying 18 F and E @ 1 to both sides, it follows that 
Next, take u E IF([). Recall that x.~(u) = u C3 P, y+ u = (P*, y) * u, for all 
y E 2 = Hom,(J, H). In particular, 
z+u=(p*,z)*u. 
Now 0 : H-t H* extends to 0 : 2Y* X*, as follows: for y E %, 
O(y) = Boy E 2tY* = Hom,(J, H*) . 
Since ti is a O-algebra (by extension of scalars), we have that 
and it follows that 0 0 F = p *. Therefore, we have for all h* E H* 
O(p(l@h*)) = p*(l@h*), o(a,z(h*)) = 4h*) > 
hence 
u22 = oou,2. 
Write f = aI2 E Hopf(H*, H). Then f determines aA and PA completely since 
Now 
a/,(1@‘*)= C u~2(%)@%,(h’i:q) = c f(h;,,)‘80(f(hT2)), 
(A*) (h’) 
hence 
P,(l@h*) = c S(f(h;,,))@hTz,W(f(hT,,))). 
c/l*) 
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Since p, E O(R, H),i,, we have that 
q(l@h*) = (h*, 1) = EH*(h*) 
= c (h~,,W(f(h~3)N)> S(f@TI,>>> 
(h*) 
= (Z) ((I* ~+f>@~1,>~ S(f(hf,,N) 
= c vq,), ((S~f)*(f*~~:“~f))(hTz,>> . 
(!I*) 
It follows that (Sof)*(f*o0*of), and thereforef*(Sof*o8*of) are skew. If we 
define r([A]) =f, then f E O,(R, H). 
We leave it to the reader to show that, if y([A]) = f, y([B]) = g, then 
Finally, if y([A]) = 0, then P([A]) = ZJ, hence [A] E Bi(R, H). 0 
7. Example: The free Hopf algebra of rank two 
Let R be a commutative domain of characteristic different from 2, and fix 
a,b E R such that ab = 2. Let H, be the Hopf algebra defined by 
H, = R[x] 1(x’ - ax) , A(x)=x@l+l@x-bx@x, &(x)=0. 
For more details about this Hopf algebra and its Galois objects, we refer to [7, 23, 
341. We have that Hz = Hb = R[y]l(y* - by), with (x, y) = -1. 
BD”(R, H,) has been computed explicitly in Proposition 4.1 of [lo]. In 4.5 of 
the same paper, we suggested the following result: 
7.1. Proposition. With notations as above, and under the assumption that 2 is not 
invertible in R, we have 
BD(R, H,) = BD”(R, H,) ifa#VI, (17) 
BD(R, H,)/BD”(R, H,) = Z/2L if a = fi. (18) 
Proof. If a f v?, then a # b, so J = H, C3 H,, has only one Hopf algebra auto- 
morphism, namely the identity. A fortiori O(R, HO)min = {l}, and (17) follows 
from Theorem 3.8. 
If a = X6, then a = b, so J = H, ‘$3 H,. Then the switch map is an Hopf algebra 
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automorphism, and it is easily seen that it lies in O(R, N,),,,. Therefore, 
O(R K),,” = (1, t} = Z/22, and from Theorem 4.1, it follows that p is onto. 
(18) then follows. 0 
7.2. Corollary. BD(Z[fl], H,& = D,. 
Proof. It is well known that Gal(Z[fi], H-\/z) =Z/2L, Br(Z[fi]) =L/2Z, so 
from [lo, 4.11, it follows that BD”(Z[fi], He) contains 8 elements. From (18), it 
follows that BD(L[fi], Hti) contains 16 elements. Consider the map 
Both groups contain 16 elements, and it is easily seen that the 16 different ones of 
the first group map to the 16 different ones of the second. The result then follows 
from the fact that BD(R, RC,) = D, (cf. [20] or [27]). 0 
7.3. Corollary. Let 8 : Hd-, He = (He)* be the identity. Then B,(Z[fi], 
H& = Z l&Z. 
Proof. From [lo, Proposition 5.41, it follows that Bi(Z[fi], He) contains 4 
elements. It may be verified easily that the ‘minus’ algebra constructed in 
Theorem 5.1 (or in [lo, 4.31) IS a o-algebra. Hence B,(Z[fi], Hfi) contains S 
elements. Now 
B,(W’% H,d* BW(R) 
is an isomorphism, for arguments similar to the ones used in Corollary 7.2. It is 
well known that SW(R) = Z/82 (cf. e.g. [20, 361). 0 
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